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The project this piece is from was to take terms that reperesent your personality and create a
piece around them. For myself I chose the word Imagine since I’m almost always imagining
something. With the word found next came the subject matter. With such a vague term such as
imagine I really decided to have fun with the piece and really do whatever I felt like. With that
thought process going most of the cartoons coming out of the boys head were drawn on the
spot really just doing whatever I felt when it came to them. After they were finished I outlined the
picture I edited in to help it fit in more with what was happening with the cartoons.

The piece really has that fun aspect I was going for with most of the cartoons having little
interactions and interesting color schemes. A lot of them have a sense of movement
independent from one another making them diverse but still on coherent mass of the piece.
Though I wish they would have been cleaner now that I look at them again. From what I
remember they were somewhat rushed in their creation since I was spending a long time
looking for the right photos to us.

This work is really the expression of myself and how no matter what I partake in it always ends
up being imagined and retwisted into something I find fun or interesting in my head. The same
can be said for the boy in the piece who is reading a book of some kind which captures how
what we imagined and create is influenced by what media or activities we partake in. As for
artistic inspirations I looked into graffiti art as well as an artist by the nave of Vexx and how he
combines cartoons with real life. As well as the post modernism movement and how they blurr
the line of subject matter and content.
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